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About This Game

OVERVIEW:

Deus Ex: The Fall is set in 2027– a golden era for science, technology and human augmentation, but also a time of great social
divide and global conspiracy. Powerful corporations have seized control from governments and command the drug supply

needed by augmented humans to survive.
In this chaos Ben Saxon, a former British SAS Mercenary who underwent physical augmentation, is desperate for the truth

behind the drug conspiracy. Betrayed by his private military employers, the Tyrants, not only is his own life at risk but for all
augmented humans, time is running out…

Developed in collaboration with the original DEUS EX: HUMAN REVOLUTION® team at Eidos-Montréal and N-Fusion;
Deus Ex: The Fall includes full Steam Achievements, Mouse & Keyboard control configurations, and Control Pad support.

FEATURES:

This is a port of the original DEUS EX: THE FALL experience, first released on iOS and Android in 2013 – action, stealth,
hacking, and social gameplay. A prequel story to Deus Ex: Human Revolution that builds on the DEUS EX universe. Fight for

survival in a global conspiracy.

STORY DRIVEN ACTION-RPG:

The search for the truth spans from mafia hideouts in Moscow to the slums of Panama
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Every action has a consequence

Hours of gameplay with multiple ways to play

THE DEUS EX EXPERIENCE:

Play the way you want- high-impact action or stealth

Original, immersive storyline

Numerous side quests

Fully explorable environments

Social and hacking skills

High impact action and combat

Unique visual design

PC STEAMWORKS OPTIMIZATIONS:

Full Mouse & Keyboard control scheme (please note keyboard bindings are not configurable)

Microsoft Controller support

28 Steam achievements

Steam Trading Cards and Badges

Adjusted Artificial Intelligence

Revised game tutorial

Removal of auto-target options

Revised aiming reticule

Removal of in-game purchase options, with rebalanced game economy

Revised cover options - now matches Deus Ex: Human Revolution (HOLD or Toggle)

Resolution, Anti-Aliaising and Vertical Sync options
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Title: Deus Ex: The Fall
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Square Enix
Publisher:
Square Enix
Franchise:
Deus Ex
Release Date: 18 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2GHz dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated audio interface

English,French,Italian,German
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I remember buying this with a bundle a long time ago. It was worth it for the original Deus Ex and Human Revolution.

The big pro about this game is that it's short. Even if you're taking your sweet time, It could take you about 4 hours to beat. The
experience itself however, is absolutely terrible.

Being a mobile game, it has terrible graphics, bad controls and a really bad interface. Maybe on a tiny phone screen it looks
okay but that doesn't change the really bad story as well. I honestly can't tell you much about what happened in the story.

I only played it as it was an easy 100% completion. That being said, the achievements bugged and gave me the pacifist
achievement despite killing a lot of people. So one less playthrough for me. Yay!. This is a mobile port. It plays fine, the
graphics look dated but it's entirely functional.

The problem is this is about 1\/3 of a game. There's one city. You play a few missions, leave the city, and the game says "to be
continued." (they actually don't continue.) Very bad.
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